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Ž .Bounds for the maximum likelihood estimator MLE of the shape parameter of
the two-parameter gamma distribution are obtained for the first time. These
bounds are then utilized to develop an efficient algorithm for obtaining the MLE
of the shape parameter which is guaranteed to converge. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The gamma distribution is frequently used in statistical applications. In
particular, this distribution plays an important role in the field of reliabil-
ity. Among the other numerous applications of the gamma distribution is
Ž w x.the gamma regression Lawless 4 . The probability density function of the
two-parameter gamma distribution can be expressed as
1 x
ay1f x ; a , b s x exp y ,Ž . a ž /G a b bŽ .
for x ) 0, a ) 0, and b ) 0.
Ž .Let x , . . . , x be a random sample from the above density. Then it is1 n
Ž .well known that the maximum likelihood estimates MLEs of the parame-
ters satisfy
ab s x ,
1Ž .
ln a y C a s y ,Ž . Ž .
1
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d xŽ . Ž . Ž .where C a s G a is the digamma function, y s ln , x sˆda xˆ
n 1r nŽ .Ł x is the geometric mean, and x is the arithmetic mean of theis1 i
sample data.
While no closed form solution exists, it is well known that a unique
Ž .solution exists for Eq. 1 . Statistical literature contains numerous articles
Ž .that address ways to approximate the solution of Eq. 1 . We refer to
w x w xBowman and Shenton 1 and Johnson and Kotz 3 for bibliographies
pertaining to the many aspects of estimation of gamma parameters.
Among those is the rational approximation
¡ 20.5000876 q 0.1648852 y q 0.0544274 y
for 0 - y F 0.5772
y~a sˆ 28.898919 q 9.059950 y q 0.9775373 y
for 0.5772 - y F 172¢ y 17.79728 q 11.968471 y q yŽ .
w xgiven by Greenwood and Durand 2 . While this approximation works well
Ž .according to the authors , it is limited to y F 17 and it is quite unstable
Ž w x.when a is near zero Johnson and Kotz 3 .
w x Ž .Presented by Bowman and Shenton 1 , an iterative solution to Eq. 1 is
to use
'1 q 1 q 4 yr8Ž .
a sˆ0 4 y
as an initial solution and then use the iteration schemes
a ln a y C aŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .my 1 my1 my1
a sˆm y
and
n 1
C a q n s C a q ,Ž . Ž . Ý n q a y iis1
Ž . Ž . 2where C x f ln x y 1r2 x y 1r12 x ??? , to find the MLE of a .
While rapid convergence is observed in empirical studies, particularly
for large a , the authors have not proven that this iterative scheme
converges.
For many settings, the rational approximation by Greenwood and Du-
w xrand 2 provides a quick and acceptable estimate for a . In this paper, we
introduce a new algorithm which is guaranteed to provide a good estimate
for a in all settings. In Section 2 of this article, we derive bounds for the
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MLE of a . These bounds are then used to develop a new algorithm to
Ž .estimate the solution of Eq. 1 in Section 3. Convergence of this algorithm
will also be established. To the best of our knowledge, such bounds have
not been provided in the statistical literature.
2. BOUNDS FOR THE MLE OF a
In this section, we will derive bounds for the MLE of a . Our main result
in this section is
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let a be the solution to G a s ln a y C a y y s 0,ˆ
where y ) 0. Then
1 1
- a - . 2Ž .ˆ
2 y y
In order to prove this theorem, we will need some preliminary results.
Ž .We first establish the monotonicity property of G x .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. G x is decreasing on 0, ‘ .
w xProof. Due to Pringsheim 5 , we have
‘1 x
g x yŽ x r i.s e x 1 q e ,Ł ž /G x iŽ . is1
where g is Euler’s constant. Therefore,
‘d 1 1 1
C x s ln G x s yg y q y ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý ž /dx x i i q xis1
which implies
d
G x s ln x y y y ln G xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
dx
‘1 1 1
s ln x y y q g q y y . 3Ž . Ž .Ý ž /x i i q xis1
X dŽ . Ž .Let G x s G x . Thendx
‘1 1 1
XG x s y y ,Ž . Ý2 2x x i q xŽ .is1
and since
‘ ‘1 1 1 1
) y s ,Ý Ý2 ž /i q x i q x q 1 1 q xi q xŽ .is1 is1
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it follows that
1 1 1 y1
XG x - y y s - 0. 4Ž . Ž .2 2x 1 q xx x 1 q xŽ .
Ž . Ž .Hence G x is decreasing on 0, ‘ .
Ž .The asymptotic behavior of G x at 0 and ‘ is given in
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. a lim G x s ‘.x “ 0
Ž . Ž .b lim G x s yy.x “‘
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. a Since ln x q 1rx s 1 q x ln x rx “ ‘ as x “ 0, and
‘ Ž . ‘ 2 Ž .Ý 1ri y 1ri q x F Ý 1ri for x F 1, the result in a follows.is1 is1
1nŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .b Since g s lim Ý y ln n , we have lim G n s yy,n“‘ is1 n“‘i
Ž . Ž .from which b follows since G x is decreasing by Lemma 1.
Ž . Ž .From Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that G a has a unique zero on 0, ‘ .
Ž .Further, since those lemmas show that G x decreases from ‘ to yy,
Ž .bounds given in Eq. 2 for the MLE of a can be derived by obtaining
Ž . Ž .values of x and x for which G x - 0 and G x ) 0. For that purpose,1 2 1 2
we need
1 1 1‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. a Let H x s Ý y y ln x y . Then H x1 is1 1i i q x 2 x
- g .
1 1‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b Let H x s Ý y y ln x . Then H x ) g .2 is1 2i i q x
1 1 1‘Ž . Ž .Proof. a Since Ý y s , we haveis1 i q x i q x q 1 1 q x
1 1 x
H x q 1 y H x s q q ln .Ž . Ž .1 1 ž /2 x q 1 2 x x q 1Ž .
A calculation shows that
d y1
H x q 1 y H x s - 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 22dx 2 x x q 1Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..which together with lim H x q 1 y H x s 0 implies thatx “‘ 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H x q 1 ) H x . Since lim H x s g , H x - g for x ) 0.1 1 x “‘ 1 1
Ž .b Note that
1 x
H x q 1 y H x s q ln .Ž . Ž .2 2 ž /x q 1 x q 1
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Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .2 Ž ŽSince drdx H x q 1 y H x s 1rx x q 1 ) 0 and lim H x q2 2 x “‘ 2
. Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .1 y H x s 0, H x q 1 - H x . Further, since lim H x s g ,2 2 2 x “‘ 2
Ž .H x ) g for x ) 0.2
We are now in a position to give the
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1. Since G x s yy q g q y H x , G s g12 x 2 y
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .y H ) 0 by Lemma 3 a . Similarly, since G x s yy q g q y1 2 y x
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H x , G s g y H - 0 by Lemma 3 b . By the monotonicity of2 2y y
1 1Ž . Ž .G x and G a s 0, we have - a - , completing the proof of Theo-ˆ ˆ2 y y
rem 1.
3. A NEW ALGORITHM
Ž .In this section, based on the bounds given in Eq. 2 , we provide a new
algorithm to find the MLE of a which is guaranteed to converge.
Ž . Ž .The formula for G x given in Eq. 3 involves an infinite sum. For a
Ž .given e ) 0, we show that G x can be computed within e using a finite
sum in the following lemma.
2 x e< Ž . < Ž .LEMMA 4. If N ) , then G x y g - , where g s ln x y y q gx xe 2
1 1 1N Ž .q y Ý y .is1x i i q x
Ž .Proof. The proof follows from Eq. 3 and the fact that
‘ ‘ ‘1 1 1 1 x e
y - x - x du s -Ý Ý H2 2ž /i i q x N 2i uNisNq1 isNq1
2 xif N ) .N
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition to approximate a accurateˆ
to e .
Ž 3 Ž .. < Ž . <LEMMA 5. Let e ) 0 and d s e y r y q 1 . Then if G x - d and
Ž . < <x g 1r2 y, 1ry , then x y a - e .ˆ
Ž .Proof. Using G a s 0 and the mean value theorem, it follows thatˆ
U Ž .there exists x g x, a such thatˆ
X U< <G x s x y a G x .Ž . Ž .ˆ
U Ž . Ž . < < w ŽSince x g 1r2 y, 1ry , it follows from Eq. 4 that x y a - d y qˆ
3.x1 ry s e .
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Description of the Algorithm
Ž .Let e s min e , d , where d is given in Lemma 5. Let g be thex
e eŽ . < <approximation of G x accurate to . Note that if g - , then by thex2 2
< Ž . < < <triangle inequality, G x - e and so x y a - e by Lemma 5.
1 1 e eŽ . < < < <Let a s , b s , and I s a , b . If g - or g - , then we0 0 0 0 0 a b2 y y 2 20 0
e e< < < <have found a accurate to e . Suppose now that g G and g G .ˆ a b2 20 0
e eŽ . Ž .Since G a ) 0 and G b - 0, we have g G and g F y .0 0 a b2 20 0
Ž .Suppose that we have defined I s a , b , where g G er2 and g Fi i i a bi i
< < Ž .yer2. If g - er2, where c s a q b r2, then we have found aˆc i i ii
accurate to e . Otherwise, we bisect the interval I and define I si iq1
Ž .a , b , where a s a and b s c if g - 0 or a s c andiq1 iq1 iq1 i iq1 i c iq1 ii
b s b if g ) 0. By construction, g G er2 and g F yer2 for everyiq1 i c a bi i i
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..i. Hence G a s g y g y G a ) 0 and G b s g y g y G bi a a i i b b ii i i i
- 0 by Lemma 4. Therefore, a g I for every i. The process continuesˆ i
< < < < < < Ž . < <until g - er2. Let I represent the width of I . Since I s 1r2 I ,c i i iq1 ii
we can obtain a accurate to e after no more than n steps, whereˆ
Ž n. < < Ž < < .1r2 I - e or equivalently, n ) log I re .0 2 0
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